《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 245 - Care (Part-1)
Liu Juan looked at the folder and intrigue ignited inside her to know about the man
who had turned her life into a living hell and caged her for so many years. Although he
had warned her before she joined his team, she was naive enough to not understand his
words and hence the consequences which she was bearing on till now.
However, on the second thought, a quick reply came from her, "No!"
It surprised Mo Jiang. Well, it wasn't that Liu Juan was surprising him for the first
time so Mo Jiang soon recovered from his shocked state.
Whereas, if he were in her place, he would have definitely read this information. What
if he would get something useful which he could use when the time would come as life
was full of surprises just like Liu Juan.
Nevertheless, Liu Juan had other thoughts since her life wouldn't be continuing further,
then what was the need to read this information?
It would be blissful to her that she knew less and bore less burden on her shoulders at
the time of her last breath.
"I want to talk to my sister, can I?" She moved to an important topic for which she
came in front of Mo Jiang, otherwise, she would have never shown him her face.
After that attack on the hotel, not only Liu Juan was injured but also Liu Ruolan was
badly injured. Luckily, Liu Ruolan didn't lose her leg for which Liu Juan was worried,
and currently, both the sisters were recovering. Although Liu Juan didn't know where
Mo Jiang had kept Liu Ruolan, Mo Jiang was kind enough to let Liu Juan talk with Liu
Ruolan and Liu Juan gladly accepted this help of his.
Nevertheless, even Liu Ruolan herself didn't know at what place she and Bo Xiao were.
But there was a relief that both the sisters were alright and soon, they would get the
freedom which now not only Liu Juan was hoping for, but also Liu Ruolan.
However, the definition of freedom was different. As once Mo Jiang dealt with their
boss, Liu Juan would get freedom from the underworld and more importantly from her
miserable life and Liu Ruolan would get the freedom from the threats roaming over
her head regarding her life. After that, she would love to get back to the life in which
she had been living with Bo Xiao where Bo Xiao was the king and she was his queen
as it didn't matter if they would go back to the dangerous life of the underworld

because that life was far easier for them compared to living a life like an ordinary
human being.

Liu Juan knew what Liu Ruolan was hoping from the term 'Freedom'. That was why
she called her big sister every other day with a hope to put some sense in Liu Ruolan's
mind.
Whereas, Liu Ruolan didn't bother to know what Liu Juan's term was for freedom.
That was why she always got irritated when Liu Juan called her.
Couldn't Liu Juan do what she was required to do and let Liu Ruolan be on her own?
Liu Juan made a good choice by joining hands with Mo Jiang but it didn't mean that
Liu Ruolan's opinion regarding Liu Juan had changed.
In fact, Liu Ruolan now resented Liu Juan more thinking that how Liu Juan was
interfering in her life, in her wish towards an ideal life.
And Mo Jiang wasn't unknown to this fact and what amazed him was that Liu Juan
never stopped caring for Liu Ruolan despite the fact that she knew that once she called
her big sister, there weren't pleasant words she would hear.
Liu Juan was just like Mo Jinnan, stubborn.
Liu Juan didn't stop chasing after Liu Ruolan and Mo Jinnan didn't stop chasing after
Mo Jiang. The only difference was that Mo Jiang had a kind intention to make his
brother stay away from his life, while Liu Ruolan….
Sigh!
Thinking about this, Mo Jiang's heart ached for her. Although there was a time when
he had decided to not trust this girl and never empathize with her, things were different
now.
Mo Jiang couldn't help but feel the urge to let his guard down.
"You know your words would fall on deaf ears. Are you sure you want to make a
call?" It became inevitable for Mo Jing to not say anything.
"I need to try until I have time, after …" Liu Juan didn't continue with her words but
Mo Jiang knew her intentions.

"After what? After your death, right? Are you sure you want to end your life?
Whatever happened was not your fault, why can't you just understand…"
"Mr. Mo, you are crossing the line!" Liu Juan interrupted him.
Indeed, he had crossed the line. Initially, Liu Juan had been indifferent towards him
like she used to with Bo Xiao but then with the passage of time, her attitude changed
towards him little by little. She didn't know what had happened to her and the reason
behind this change that she started talking with Mo Jiang more than enough to let him
know what she had planned once he would kill her boss, Markus.
However, now he showed care for her which wasn't acceptable, that both Liu Juan and
Mo Jiang knew.
Thus, Mo Jiang uttered a few words and left her alone. "My man will contact you."
As usual, Mo Jiang was right. Her words had indeed turned deaf to Liu Ruolan's ears
and Liu Juan spent the rest of her day in her room with the pain in her heart which
arose again after hearing the hurtful words of Liu Ruolan to the point that Liu Juan
didn't have her dinner.
"Boss, Ms. Liu said she is not hungry." The maid came to inform him.
Currently, Mo Jiang and Liu Juan were staying in Mo Jiang's hidden villa as the
situation was very risky recently so it was better to stay away from his family
members to keep them safe.
"And you obeyed her that easily?" Mo Jiang, displeased, asked the maid whose neck
was shrinking down. Letting out a sigh, he stood up to go to Liu Juan's room.

